Multi-dimensional upwind-differencing schemes for tile Euler equations are reviewed.
(b) finite-volume interpretation.
as a regular Riemann solver.
In support of these quasi- 
In (1odunov'sfirst-order schen_etile interface flux is taken from the solution at t > 0 of Riemann's initial-value problem with input data u(x,0) = _&, ._>0, (14) u(x,0) = uR, .<0;
(15) this is illustrated in Figure 2b . 
we find three equivalent formulas for the interface flux: tile crisp shock transitiou in the displayed results. Figure 3b shows the residuMconvergenc;e histories for three increasingly t)owerfull lnarching techniques: global tilne-stepping, local time-stepping and chara(:teristic time-stepping [35]; these look uneventful.
In Figure 4a a shockless transonic solution is reached fi'om initial values containing 7 shocks and 8 sonic points; again, the residual-convergence history in Figure 4b for local time-stepping shows nothing unusual.
It is this type of performance we wish to preserve when extending upwind differencing to higher dinaensions. 
Iterations
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Multi-directional methods
The smearing of oblique shock waves in numerical solutions has received considerable attention, and a proportionally large research effort has been spent in mending this weakness. The prevailing idea is to solve the Riemann problem in a direction more appropriate than the grid direction. One immediate consequence of leaving the gridaligned frame is that solving one Riemann problem no longer suffices. Figure 7 shows that, in two dimensions, both flux vectors in the rotated frame are needed for the construction of the fluxes normal to the interface.
Consider, for example, Figure 8 , showing a For a more detailed description of the multi-directional approachtile reader may be referredto reference [9] in theseproceedings.
After a decade of multi-directional methods, what benefits have been demonstrated? Surely, these methods yield impressiveresults when applied to first-order schemes: shock and shear waves not aligned with the grid are representedas if computed with a higher-order method. The improvement brought to higher-order schemes,though, is a lot lessspectacular, and this is understandable. On the one hand, there is not much room ]eft for a further reduction of wavespread (more for shearwavesthan for shockwaves);on tile other hand, lossof monotonicity may occur, against which there are no effective limiters, and convergence to a steady state suffers under the strong nonlinearity of the methods.
In my opinion, the multi-directional approachhas had a cleat"impact on computational fluid dynamics. Although completemulti-directional methodswill surviveonly if the problem of ensuring robustnesscan be solved, I expect that elementsof such methodsmay find their way into standard, direction-split codes,to help resolveflow featuresarising in specificflow problems.
4.2
Minimum-strength wave models gases.The procedureseesasinput a velocity differencenot accompaniedby a pressure difference,hencecalls for a singleshearwave,as if the gasesavoided collision!
The flux formula based on the above wave model is worth some discussion.
As- 
where 0t, indicates the propagation angle of the k-th wave; the matrices/i and /) are standard Roe-averages. The upwind-biased interface flux is defined by Figure  15a shows. For second-order schemes the effect, as usual, is less dramatic; the drag values are given in Figure  151 ). Multi-dimensional fluctuation approach
The fluctuation approach to upwind differencing lends itself better to extension into higher dimensions than the finite-volume approach.
Recall that a fluctuation is a local flux imbalance causing a non-zero time derivative of the local solution.
For the one-dimensional Euler equations (4) the quantity -AF equals the residual evaluated on a one-dimensional mesh: 3. A multi-dimensional convection scheme for advancing the waves.
Each of these will be discussed in a separate subsection.
5.1
Multi-dimensional wave models which are direct extensions of the one-dimensional relation (6). The extension to three-dimensional averaging is self-evident.
Multi-dimensional convection
The pursuit of multi-dimensional convection schemes has kept a number of authors busy over the past three years. In two dimensions the basic equation to be solved is
where a and b are constant velocity components, or, in vector notation, Figure  17a , for the case a > b > 0; note how compact this is in comparison to the stencil of a standard second-order upwind scheme, shown in Figure  17b [27]. He also coined the name "N-scheme" for the first-order scheme that, on a cartesian grid, takes its data from the upwind triangle fitting the convection path most tightly (N stands for narrow).
For example, for point 1 in Figure  17a it would be triangle (124 This is illustrated in Figure  18 . If there is only one inflow side, the fluctuation ap- Figure 19a . This makes the scheme optimal in the sense of having the largest stability range for the time-step [54] . It is also linear and positive, and therefore can be no more than first-order accurate. that are least aligned with the convection direction, in _ those most aligned. Grid 7 is a irregular perturbation to /3, while _ (not shown) is a minor perturbation to "7. Figure  22 shows the convergence of the L.2-error produced by the N-, NN-and LDA-schemes on the different grids.
From the slope of the graphs of log(error) versus log(mesh-width) the following conclusions can be drawn:
1. The N-scheme is somewhat less than first-order accurate;
2. The NN-scheme is closer to being second-order accurate than first-order accurate;
3. The LDA-scheme is third-order accurate on a regular grid, second-order or less on a perturbed grid; Most surprising is the achievement of third-order accuracy on regular grids, considering the limited amount of information going into these compact schemes. Figure  23 gives an idea of this high accuracy by showing solution contours and a cut at Y = 0 obtained with the LDA-scheme on the very coarse/3-grid of Figure 21 
